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February 21, 2017

The Honorable Karyn Temple Claggett

Acting Register of Copyrights

U.S. Copyright Office

101 Independence Avenue, SE

Washington, DC 20559-6000

Re:



Section 512 Study: Request for Additional Comments

Docket No. 2015-7 (November 08, 2016)



Dear Acting Register Claggett:

Google Inc. (“Google”) appreciates the opportunity to submit additional comments in connection with the

U.S. Copyright Office (the “Office”) Request, Section 512 Study: Notice and Request for Public

Comment, 80 Fed. Reg. 251. We share the Office’s interest in ensuring the efficiency and effectiveness of

the safe harbor provisions contained in 17 U.S.C. § 512 for owners, online intermediaries, and users of

copyrighted works. Our initial comments (“Google’s April 1 Comments”) explained why the stable safe

harbor framework established by Section 512 is crucial not only to Google’s many online products and

services but to the growth of the Internet, and shared some of the steps we have taken to combat piracy

online. In these reply comments, we take the opportunity to explain the workings of Content ID, and to

address certain of the Office’s additional questions.

Introduction

Section 512’s notice-and-takedown regime has met Congress’s twin goals: it has “facilitate[d] the robust

development and world-wide expansion of electronic commerce, communications, research,

development, and education,” S. Rep. 105-190 at 1, while also providing copyright owners with a useful

tool to protect their works at scale without having to hire a lawyer or register works. 1 Moreover, Section

512 has produced a stable body of law2 on which those who invest in the next generation of online service

providers (“OSPs”) rely. 3 Section 512 has laid a foundation, atop which established OSPs have developed

innovative systems (like YouTube’s Content ID and other measures described in our April 1 Comments) 4

1



See Google’s April 1 Comments, at 1-4.



2



See id. at 5, 12-16.



3



See id. at 17-18.



4



Id. at 13.
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that go far beyond what the DMCA requires and enable copyright owners to monetize uploads of their

content by third parties. At the same time, Section 512 preserves flexibility for less established platforms

without the resources to develop and implement such systems. 5

While the DMCA has not by itself eliminated rogue sites exploiting the copyrighted work of others, it has

succeeded in fostering collaboration and economic growth, and in driving many rogue actors from the

marketplace. The judicial record is clear, moreover, that rogue sites have found no shelter in the DMCA’s

safe harbors. Instead, this activity has successfully been driven out of the United States. The vast majority

of the remaining rogue sites have moved offshore, out of the reach of the DMCA; further tinkering with

the U.S. copyright regime is therefore unlikely to impact their behavior. As Ian Ballon put it at the San

Francisco Roundtable, the issue of rogue sites is not a DMCA safe harbor issue. 6 Online service providers

and rightsholders have nevertheless continued to collaborate to develop voluntary cross-industry efforts,

such as supply-side initiatives (making more lawful content available), coupled with follow-the-money

strategies, to address these ongoing challenges. 7 Early evidence suggests that these efforts are proving

successful. 8

In short, the DMCA has proven successful at fostering ongoing collaboration between rightsholders and

online service providers, a collaboration that continues to pay dividends both in the U.S. and in

international contexts.

Content ID

As described in our April 1 Comments, Content ID on YouTube is one example of the voluntary

measures Google has taken, above and beyond the requirements of the DMCA safe harbors, to collaborate

with and address the concerns of rightsholders. 9 As a voluntary measure, Content ID is not directly

relevant to the Office’s inquiry regarding Section 512. Nevertheless, because Content ID was mentioned

by several parties in the written and oral commentary presented to the Office in connection with the

Section 512 Study, it may be helpful to provide additional facts about the system and its use in practice.



5



See id. at 3-4.



6



Transcript of May 12, 2016 Section 512 Public Roundtable, at 263 (comments of Ian Ballon, Stanford Law Sch.

Ctr. for E-Commerce), available at https://www.copyright.gov/policy/section512/public-roundtable/transcript_0512-2016.pdf (“There’s a very big problem with rogue sites, but that’s a separate problem from the DMCA, and I

think that that’s important.”).

7



See Google’s April 1 Comments, at 7-8.



8



A Bunch of Weak Anti-Piracy Measures Are Still a Pest to Pirates, TorrentFreak (Jan. 7, 2017), available at

https://torrentfreak.com/a-bunch-of-weak-anti-piracy-measures-are-still-a-pest-to-pirates-170107/.

9



See How Google Fights Piracy, Google, available at

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwxyRPFduTN2TmpGajJ6TnRLaDA/view.
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In order to use Content ID, rightsholders identify the works they own or control by providing reference

files of those works, along with metadata defining the scope of their copyright rights in those works.

Those reference files are fingerprinted such that even small portions can be identified even if major

changes are made to them (e.g., changes in dimensions, positioning, colors, or speed of playback). New

user videos uploaded to YouTube are compared against that database of fingerprints, and YouTube then

applies the business rules chosen by the relevant rightsholders. YouTube also scans the corpus of

previously uploaded videos in order to locate matches against new reference files provided by

rightsholders.

Using Content ID, rightsholders set various thresholds for declaring a match on their own content, as well

as what to do with matches. Rightsholders can decide to block content from ever appearing on YouTube

in the first place, to track usage of their material but otherwise take no action, or to monetize the claimed

content by placing advertising against it. Although the use of Content ID is not conditioned on licensing

any content for use on YouTube, more than 90% of all claims result in this third option, monetization. In

fact, the major record labels opt to monetize their content more than 95% of the time. To put it another

way, while Content ID today offers rightsholders the option to exercise “takedown-staydown” of their

works, the overwhelming majority of rightsholders prefer to use Content ID to “leave-up-and-get-paid.”

Content ID is currently used by more than 8,000 partners representing hundreds of thousands of

rightsholders. The system contains more than 50 million reference files, and has allowed rightsholders to

claim more than 400 million videos. YouTube has paid more than $2 billion to rightsholders from

Content ID alone, over and above other YouTube payments to rightsholders. After nearly a decade of

constant improvement, Content ID can now match on video, sound recording, and even the melodies of

musical compositions, each of which may be subject to different claims with different rules. 10

While Content ID is being used by thousands of partners, Content ID is not a tool that is appropriate for

everyone. It is an enterprise tool, providing a complex set of controls with platform-wide reach. Tools this

powerful and complex can have significant consequences when misapplied. For example, a local news

service that routinely claimed its news broadcasts forgot to exclude from its claim embedded NASA

footage relating to the Mars rover landing. This resulted in mistaken claims on many other stories using

the same, public-domain footage, and even a Content ID claim barring the video from appearing on

NASA’s own site. 11 For this reason, YouTube carefully evaluates applications from those who want to

become Content ID partners. In reviewing these applications, we take many factors into account,

including how popular the applicant’s works are on the platform, how many DMCA notices have been

10



We note also that many of the examples offered by other commenters concerning Content ID’s operation are years

old. As you might expect from any ongoing software project, the Content ID of 2007 or 2010 is barely relevant to

the performance of the current Content ID, which continues to evolve.



11



Timothy Lee, As Curiosity Touches Down on Mars, Video Is Taken Down from YouTube, Ars Technica (Aug. 6,

2012), available at https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2012/08/as-curiosity-touches-down-on-mars-video-is-takendown-from-youtube.
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sent on their behalf, the quality of the DMCA notices previously sent, and whether a significant portion of

the applicant’s catalog is already represented by existing Content ID partners.

For rightsholders who are not good candidates to be Content ID partners directly, a growing number of

existing Content ID partners act as aggregators, representing smaller rightsholders. 12 Examples in the

music field include The Orchard Music, AdRev, CD Baby, Believe Music, Ingrooves, Kontor New Media

Music, Merlin, and Rumblefish. These are just a few of more than 30 such service providers operating on

YouTube, who collectively manage more than 13 million sound recordings on YouTube on behalf of

smaller rightsholders.

While Content ID has been a great success on YouTube, it is worth stressing again that its success is

closely tied to its development as a voluntary measure, suited to the particular context of YouTube. As we

explained in our April 1 Comments, the technical feasibility of such an automated system depends on the

nature of the online service and the nature of the works to be identified.13 What is technically feasible for

a public video hosting service like YouTube is not necessarily feasible for a private, encrypted messaging

or file lockering service, for a service that hosts non-video content, or for a service that primarily relies on

sharing links rather than hosting content. For this reason, “staydown” obligations on service providers

generally are better left to voluntary efforts, rather than legal mandates. In fact, Facebook, Tumblr,

Twitch, SoundCloud, DailyMotion, and Scribd have all described similar voluntary efforts in their

submissions to this Study.

The U.S. Copyright Office’s Additional Questions

Characteristics of the Current Internet Ecosystem

Question 1: As noted above, there is great diversity among the categories of content creators and

ISPs who comprise the Internet ecosystem. How should any improvements in the DMCA safe

harbor system account for these differences? For example, should any potential new measures, such

as filtering or stay-down, relate to the size of the ISP or volume of online material hosted by it? If

so, how? Should efforts to improve the accuracy of notices and counter-notices take into account

differences between individual senders and automated systems? If so, how?

Because the safe harbor system is working (as described in the Introduction), and because investors and

others rely on the stability it has provided, imposing mandatory additional obligations on service

providers, such as filtering, or stay-down, is unwarranted. As described above, many large OSPs have

voluntarily developed systems that go far beyond the floor set by Section 512. 14 But voluntary methods

12



For more information, see the YouTube Creator Services Directory, available at

https://servicesdirectory.withyoutube.com/.

13



Google’s April 1 Comments, at 10.



14



See, e.g., Comments of Facebook, Inc., at 4, 6-8, In re Section 512 Study: Notice and Request for Public
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that work in one context (e.g., Content ID for YouTube) cannot be freely transported to another (e.g.,

search engines and social networks, where the content at issue is not uploaded or otherwise possessed by

the OSP and thus is unavailable for scrutiny). 15 The virtue of Section 512 is that it allows flexibility;

imposing stringent up-front requirements on large OSPs would displace this flexibility and produce little

in the way of tangible results beyond disruption of the settled expectations that have driven investment.

Moreover, we are not aware of any principled or technically sound basis on which to discriminate among

OSPs with respect to mandatory copyright obligations. As was pointed out during the roundtable sessions,

neither the size of a company nor the number of users it serves is a good proxy for whether copyright

infringement is a problem on a particular platform or whether an OSP can afford to shoulder additional

legal and technical obligations to protect the interests of copyright owners. Drawing arbitrary lines to

distinguish how copyright laws apply to different OSPs is likely only to encourage gamesmanship and

create market distortions that hinder economic growth and competition.

Question 2: Several commenters noted the importance of taking into account the perspectives and

interests of individual Internet users when considering any changes to the operation of the DMCA

safe harbors. Are there specific issues for which it is particularly important to consult with or take

into account the perspective of individual users and the general public? What are their interests,

and how should these interests be factored into the operation of section 512?

It is important to remember that in the digital age, users are also creators. The world is in the grip of the

biggest explosion of creativity in history. 16 People everywhere use new digital tools to create, and can

share their works worldwide through new platforms. In particular, it is easier than ever for creators large

and small to connect with an audience, build a fanbase, and earn a living without traditional

intermediaries. Every day, more than 1,000 YouTube channels cross the 1,000-subscriber milestone, and

in the last 12 months, YouTube has paid artists more than $1 billion from ad revenue alone. Many of

these are individual artists who are reaching their audiences directly and earning a living. Increasing

burdens on OSPs and decreasing legal certainty about the channels through which these new creators

make their living threatens this renaissance. Accordingly, if the Office intends to get a complete picture of

the functioning of the DMCA safe harbor system, it should reach out to these new creators on platforms

like YouTube, Instagram, the iTunes App Store, Google Play, Etsy, Twitch, and DeviantArt, to name just

a few.

Comment (No. 2015-7), available at https://www.regulations.gov/contentStreamer?documentId=COLC-2015-001390724&amp;attachmentNumber=1&amp;contentType=pdf; Comments of Soundcloud Operations, Inc., at 13-14, In re Section

512 Study: Notice and Request for Public Comment (No. 2015-7), available at

https://www.regulations.gov/contentStreamer?documentId=COLC-2015-001390151&amp;attachmentNumber=1&amp;contentType=pdf.

15



Google’s April 1 Comments, at 10.



16



See Michael Masnick &amp; Michael Ho, The Sky Is Rising 2, Floor64 (Jan. 2013), available at

https://www.techdirt.com/skyisrising2; Michael Masnick &amp; Michael Ho, The Sky Is Rising, Floor64 (Jan. 2012),

available at https://www.techdirt.com/skyisrising/.
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Operation of the Current DMCA Safe Harbor System

Question 3: Participants expressed widely divergent views on the overall effectiveness of the DMCA

safe harbor system. How should the divergence in views be considered by policy makers? Is there a

neutral way to measure how effective the DMCA safe harbor regime has been in achieving

Congress’s twin goals of supporting the growth of the Internet while addressing the problem of

online piracy?

The best way to measure whether Congress’s twin goals have been met is to consider the state of the

online industry and the state of the content industries. Streaming services are displacing piracy. 17 Music

consumption is exploding worldwide 18 and traditional-music-industry revenues are growing. 19 The

Internet is thriving. Television is in a second Golden Age. 20 These trends show that the DMCA has been

effective in meeting both of Congress’s goals.

Those expressing negative views about the DMCA safe harbor often cite the large number of takedown

notices submitted to Google Search as evidence that the safe harbor is ineffective.21 That premise does not

follow—copyright owners would not submit a large volume of takedown requests unless they believed

doing so was worthwhile. And other explanations for the increase in notices are more persuasive. First, in

recent years, Google has streamlined its submission process, enabling rightsholders to send more notices

more easily (while still continuing to reduce the average time to resolution to under six hours). Second,

Google has provided new incentives to make heavy use of the DMCA takedown system. We now use the

number of valid DMCA requests a domain has received as one of the inputs in making ranking

determinations in search results, so rightsholders seeking to take advantage of this signal have further



17



Luis Aguiar &amp; Joel Waldfogel, Streaming Reaches Flood Stage: Does Spotify Stimulate or Depress Music Sales?,

at 4 (European Joint Research Ctr., Working Paper 2015/05, 2015), available at

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/sites/jrcsh/files/JRC96951.pdf (concluding that an increase of 47 streams has the effect of

one less pirate download); id. at 36 (presenting data and analysis to this effect).

18



“Music Consumption Exploding Worldwide” is in fact the subtitle of the IFPI’s own 2016 Global Music Report.

IFPI, Global Music Report (2016), available at http://www.ifpi.org/downloads/GMR2016.pdf.

19



Id. at 8 (noting that global music revenue grew by 3.2% in 2015).



20



See Jon Erlichman, The ‘Golden Age of TV’ Has a Lot of People Worried – Here’s Why, Fortune (Jan. 18, 2016),

available at http://fortune.com/2016/01/18/golden-age-tv-peak/ (noting a 94% increase in the number of scripted

shows being created, and considering whether there may be negative market effects from too much television).

21



See, e.g., Transcript of May 2, 2016 Section 512 Public Roundtable at 54, available at

https://www.copyright.gov/policy/section512/public-roundtable/transcript_05-02-2016.pdf (comments of Victoria

Sheckler, RIAA); Joint Comments of American Association of Independent Music et al., at 25-26, In re Section 512

Study: Notice and Request for Public Comment (No. 2015-7), available at

https://www.regulations.gov/contentStreamer?documentId=COLC-2015-001389806&amp;attachmentNumber=1&amp;contentType=pdf.
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incentive to file notices. 22 And third, the vendor ecosystem has matured; third parties that handle

generation and submission of notices have become more sophisticated and automated, driving up

submission numbers.

Additionally, a significant portion of the recent increases in DMCA submission volumes for Google

Search stem from notices that appear to be duplicative, unnecessary, or mistaken. As we explained at the

San Francisco Roundtable, a substantial number of takedown requests submitted to Google are for URLs

that have never been in our search index, and therefore could never have appeared in our search results. 23

For example, in January 2017, the most prolific submitter submitted notices that Google honored for

16,457,433 URLs. But on further inspection, 16,450,129 (99.97%) of those URLs were not in our search

index in the first place. Nor is this problem limited to one submitter: in total, 99.95% of all URLs

processed from our Trusted Copyright Removal Program in January 2017 were not in our index.

In order to ensure that these URLs never appear in our search results in the future, we do accept notices

for URLs that are not in our search index. Nevertheless, these “hypothetical” DMCA notices should not

be assumed to correspond to a large number of suspicious URLs in Google’s search results. They instead

reflect the fact that submitters file notices for URLs without regard to whether those URLs are in

Google’s index, and thus could ever have turned up in search results. In fact, of the 35,000,000 URLs we

processed in the latter half of September 2016 that were not in our index, fewer than 2% of those would

have made it into our index in the intervening four months; notices for the other 98% therefore were at

best unnecessary. The large number of takedown requests Google receives is thus not a good proxy for

the number of allegedly infringing URLs that appear in Google’s index.

Nor is the large number of takedown requests to Google a good proxy even for the volume of infringing

material available on the Internet. Many of these submissions appear to be generated by merely

scrambling the words in a search query and appending that to a URL, so that each query makes a different

URL that nonetheless leads to the same page of results.24 Other websites report similar experiences. 25



22



Google, Inside Search (Aug. 10, 2012), available at https://search.googleblog.com/2012/08/an-update-to-oursearch-algorithms.html.

23



Transcript of May 13, 2016 Section 512 Public Roundtable, at 77-78, available at

https://www.copyright.gov/policy/section512/public-roundtable/transcript_05-13-2016.pdf (comments of Fred von

Lohmann, Google).

24



See, e.g., DMCA (Copyright) Complaint to Google (Aug. 29, 2016), archived at

https://lumendatabase.org/notices/12937354#.

25



4shared: Copyright Holders Abuse Google’s DMCA Takedown System, TorrentFreak (Nov. 23, 2016), available

at https://torrentfreak.com/4shared-copyright-holders-abuse-googles-dmca-takedown-system-161123/ (“What we

can see is that numerous complaints provide a redundant volume of links that look like some machine-built template

as well as a large amount of non-informative links to various parts of the 4shared website... .”); see also Pirate Site

with No Traffic Attracts 49m Mainly Bogus DMCA Notices, TorrentFreak (Feb. 19, 2017), available at

https://torrentfreak.com/pirate-site-with-no-traffic-attracts-49m-mainly-bogus-dmca-notices-170219/ (“Instead of
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Looking beyond Google’s own experience, most OSPs experience a “relatively infrequent” volume of

notices. 26 For these OSPs, the most comprehensive study on the topic has concluded that the notice-andtakedown process is working well: non-automated “notice and takedown is still the most common

practice … , and, for most, it is still sufficient to manage the takedown requests they receive.”27 Given

this success, the study concluded that requiring “more expensive measures risks undermining the essential

success of notice and takedown in supporting a robust, competitive marketplace for online speech

platforms.” 28

Another sound metric for measuring the overall effectiveness of the DMCA safe harbors is to examine the

diversity of voluntary measures being developed and deployed by OSPs to go beyond the requirements of

Section 512. Congress emphasized that the DMCA was designed to foster collaboration and innovation in

the battle against copyright infringement online, and, as explained here and in our April 1 Comments, it

continues to succeed when measured against that standard. The list of voluntary measures deployed by

various OSPs is long, with new strategies emerging and being refined by many market participants. In

addition to the automated content recognition systems mentioned above, and the many Google-sponsored

efforts described in our April 1 Comments, other OSPs are innovating with “follow the money” efforts,

user education campaigns, and community norm-setting practices. 29 While stakeholders can be expected

to disagree about the details of these voluntary efforts, it cannot be said that the DMCA safe harbors are

failing in the face of this overwhelming evidence that these voluntary measures continue to grow both in

number and diversity.

Question 4: Several public comments and roundtable participants noted practical barriers to

effective use of the notice-and-takedown and counter-notice processes, such as differences in the

scanning the site and sending an accurate takedown notice to Google, APDIF tries to guess the URLs where

MP3Toys stores its content. … APDIF makes up its own URLs, MP3Toys randomly generates a page of music that

has nothing to do with the URL input, APDIF logs it as an infringement of its clients’ rights, and sends a complaint

to Google.”).

26



Jennifer Urban, Joe Karaganis &amp; Brianna Schofield, Notice and Takedown in Everyday Practice, at 2 (U.C.

Berkeley Pub. Law Research, Working Paper, No. 2755628, 2016), available at https://ssrn.com/abstract=2755628.

27



Id. at 113.



28



Id. at 119.



29



See Transcript of May 13, 2016 Section 512 Public Roundtable, at 59-60, available at

https://www.copyright.gov/policy/section512/public-roundtable/transcript_05-13-2016.pdf (comments of Charles

Roslof, Wikimedia Foundation) (describing volunteer efforts and community standards relating to policing

Wikimedia sites for potentially infringing content); Comments of Wikimedia Foundation, at 6-7, In re Section 512

Study: Notice and Request for Public Comment (No. 2015-7), available at

https://www.regulations.gov/contentStreamer?documentId=COLC-2015-001388846&amp;attachmentNumber=1&amp;contentType=pdf (same); Copyright School, YouTube, available at

https://www.youtube.com/copyright_school; White House Office of the U.S. Intellectional Prop. Enf’t Coordinator,

Best Practices Guidelines for Ad Networks to Address Piracy and Counterfeiting, available at

http://www.2013ippractices.com/bestpracticesguidelinesforadnetworkstoaddresspiracyandcounterfeiting.html.
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web forms used by ISPs to receive notices or adoption by ISPs of additional requirements not

imposed under the DMCA (e.g., submission of a copyright registration or creation of certain web

accounts). What are the most significant practical barriers to use of the notice-and-takedown and

counter-notice processes, and how can those barriers best be addressed (e.g., incentives for ISPs to

use a standardized notice/counter-notice form, etc.)?

There now exists a robust ecosystem of third parties that have expertise in sending takedown requests.

Similarly, the Copyright Alliance’s recent survey of creators asks whether it should become such a

clearinghouse. As mentioned above, several vendors already offer services navigating YouTube’s Content

ID.

Nevertheless, during the roundtables, we heard smaller rightsholders express concerns about the obstacles

they face in accessing and making the best use of the kinds of sophisticated online enforcement vendors

and tools that larger rightsholders rely on today. To address these barriers, the Office could convene a

multistakeholder discussion about ways to allow smaller entities to take advantage of tools voluntarily

developed by larger-scale entities to address any impediments in notice-and-takedown procedures,

perhaps through collaboration with intermediaries or clearinghouses. It may be that by aggregating

demand for these services, intermediaries like the Copyright Alliance can serve a valuable role,

developing both the strategic expertise to advise smaller rightsholders about the requirements and

capabilities of available enforcement tools, as well as aggregating enough supply-side demand to reach a

scale that will attract the enforcement vendors that have traditionally served larger rightsholders. OSPs

and Internet users, for their part, could benefit as well, insofar as intermediaries who develop expertise

with existing tools are less likely to misunderstand or misuse those tools.

In contrast, mandating standardized practices for OSPs would hinder efficient processing of notices.

Different OSPs have different processes, as befits the enormous range in the volume of notices and the

size of the OSPs’ businesses. Attempts to ignore this diversity, and to curtail flexibility, will only create

problems.

We also must take the opportunity to clear up some misinformation about Google’s own submission

process. One commenter at the New York Roundtable aimed a number of criticisms at Google’s process

in particular. 30 He complained that use of Google’s DMCA forms requires a Google account, which is

true. Requiring a Google account reduces abusive notices from anonymous users and also allows us to

show submitters a dashboard displaying the status of their previous notices, a feature that was requested

by many rightsholders. And, of course, we continue to receive notices through several other channels that

do not require a Google account. The commenter also pointed out that we explain at the appropriate step



30

Transcript of May 2, 2016 Section 512 Public Roundtable, at 71-72, available at

https://www.copyright.gov/policy/section512/public-roundtable/transcript_05-02-2016.pdf (comments of Stephen

Carlisle, Nova Se. Univ.).
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